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DISPERSED REFERENCES to weights and balances in England dating to the late Saxon
period (9th to 11th centuries) art collated and asswed. A classijitatiQn Qftypes is presented, and
comparisons drawn with Irish and Scandinavian material.

Few finds ofweights and balances are known, but the lists here are likely to be
incomplete for several reasons. Identification ofan artefact as a weight is not always
straightforward, and often made because no other function can he postulated for
undiagnostic lead discs. Similarly, complete balances are fragile and rare, and
fragments perhaps unidentified. For example, analysis of X-rays of excavation
material in Ipswich has revealed a number of balance fragments which have not
been conserved and might otherwise have been unnoticed. In other cases, the objects
may simply be unpublished in museums. No systematic survey of museums or
archaeological units was made in conjunction with this study, although a number
were approached.

The contexts in which one might expect to find a balance and weight are limited
in late Saxon England. Several early Anglo-Saxon weights and balances are known
due to a custom ofincluding these items in graves; with one notable exception, this is
nm true for the later period. Instead, finds relating to late Saxon England are chance
losses, discovered almost entirely in settlement archaeology, especially from ports,
or increasingly, metal-detecting activities. Such a pattern ofdeposition and recovery
is unlikely to present a comprehensive or quantifiable picture of use.

The dating of weights and balances is particularly difficult, especially when
typological considerations are few. This has led in the past to comparisons without
regard to chronology or region. In part this paper is designed to provide a first step
towards identifying objects and their characteristic features which have been found
in contexts firmly dated to this period within England. Nevertheless, the problem of
residual material, including Roman into late Saxon contexts, and line Saxon into
medieval contexts, presents some problems.

A further problem arises in finding published material with which to compare
the weights and balances. For contemporary finds, only those from Scandinavia are
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readily accessible. Weights and balances in these regions (and the Baltic) aTe
frequently found, due to large numbers originally in uSt in their weight money
economy,large·scale excavation programmes and, for some of the period, traditions
of inclusion as grave goods. Finds of weights and balances in Scotland and Ireland
are also often in Scandinavian contexts, although increasingly, at least in Ireland, an
insular tradition can be discerned. The picture is far less clear for Continental use of
weights and balances. Few published finds can be: cited for this area, although the
similar monetary traditions between England and these areas in the late Saxon
period suggests comparisons might prove very interesting. Where possible, features
of the balances and weights are also compared to Roman and medieval examples,
though again few large published works on this material exist.

BALANCES

The only type of balance found thus far in late Saxon England is the hand-held
scale from which two scale pans hang, with beam arms ofequal length, either fixed or
folding. Both forms are long-lived so that a medieval example is little different from a
Roman example or indeed a modern apothecary balance. 1 Consequently, construct·
ing typologies is difficult, and dating cannot depend on form alone. When the
archaeological context is ambiguous or lacking, examples can only be ascribed to the
late Saxon period based on ornamental features sometimes found on the beams or
pans.

Roman and medieval steelyards have been found in archaeological contexts in
Britain,2 but thus far none dating to the Anglo-Saxon period. However, examples
are known from a few Viking Age finds in Scandinavia,3 and it is not unlikely that
similar were used in England, particularly for weighing heavy commodities. Docu·
mentary sources also provide some indication of the different types ofbalances used
in Anglo-Saxon England for which no remains survive. For example ...Elfric lists at
least five types of balances, some, like a wool-balance, designed for a specific
commodity.4 Asser's Life of Alfred describes the weighing out of wax against
pennies. S Weighing scales (wegepunde) are also listed as part of the standard
equipment the Ilth·century reeve should possess.6 The term only occurs twice in
Old English, and its translation is unclear, perhaps referring to a special type of
balance or steelyard.

The number of balances which are in contexts securely datable to this period is
very small. Few complete examples have survived, and attribution is often based on
fragmentary preservation. A wide range of terminology is often employed when
describing the component parts of balances; here terms as noted in Fig. I will be
used.

Almost all finds are from urban contexts, particularly from East Anglia and
York, and may well have been the property of merchants or craftsmen. Finds of
balances, however, are also reported from Brandon, Suffolk,7 a wealthy rural site,
possibly monastic. The balances range from sophisticated to very crude instru·
ments. With the exception ofan iron balance from Exeter, all are ofbronze or copper
alloy. Both folding and non·folding examples are represented, without any apparent
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FIG. I

Balan~ Terminology (drawing after O. Rygh,
Norske OldJogrr)
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chronological or geographical preferences. The earliest balances are seven balances
or fragments dating to the 9th century from Ipswich, with all other finds in loth- or
I I th-century contexts. Most are small in size, presumably for use in fine weighing.
Almost all are unornamented, but have rope mouldings at the ends.

The finds are dominated by Ipswich (Figs. 2-4), in part due to the vigilant eye
ofJohn Newman. 8 At latest count, seven balances or fragments from 9th-century
contexts are known, and three from loth-century contexts. An additional two
balances can probably be dated to the late Saxon period, with seven tentatively
ascribed to the 11th/12th centuries. Many were found in association with metal
working debris. Other published examples in East Anglia augment this picture, with
finds from Norwich,9 Great Yarmouth, to and Thetford. 11

The excavations in York, particularly Coppergate, have produced remains of
four copper-alloy balances12 and two pan fragments l3 dating to the 10th or 1 Ith
centuries. Elsewhere in the north, a late Saxon balance was also found in Beverley,
North Humberside. 14 A very different context exists for the balance from a grave
under Kildale Church, Yorkshire. Several graves were found below the chancel and
north wall ofthe nave in 1867, accompanied by a number ofgoods which were later
stolen. A richly furnished grave contained, among other things, a sword, spear, pair
of tweezers, a wooden bucket frame, and a folding balance with pans, together
possibly with the remains ofa lead weight. The balance was not recognized as such
originally, IS but was later illustrated and compared to other Viking Age balances. 16

The context of the Kildale burial and the finds strongly suggest a Scandinavian
owner, though the burial within the church would imply a local and influential
manY Similarly richly furnished graves, with sword and balance, are known in
Scandinavia, particularly from Norway, 18 where grave finds contain a large mixture
of utilitarian and prestige objects.

Excavations from Lincoln have also produced a number of balances, all
unpublished, but dating is problematic, with much residual material. In some cases
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where Roman and Saxon finds occur, the balances are more reminiscent ofRoman
types, whereas in others, where Anglo-Saxon and medieval finds occur together, the
balances are without any distinguishing features (0 allow firm dating. 19 An unpub
lished example from Northampton dating to the late Saxon period can be augmented
by several Jess-securely dated examples.2o

No finds can be dated unambiguously to this period from London, and S.
England is poorly represented. No securely dated finds, for example, are reported
from Southampton2 ! or Canterbury.22 The extensive excavations at Winchester
produced only one fragmentary balance beam dating to this period.2J An exception
in several ways is an ornamented balance dating to the late Saxon period from
Exeter, which was found with a thick fragmentary chain (PI. VI, A).24
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COMPARATIVE MATERIAL

Parallels to all the balances in England, with the exception of the Exeler
balance. can be found from Scandinavia. Over 60 balances or fragments were known
from Viking Age Norwegian finds in 1974,25 over 100 from Sweden in 1984,26 and,
although no comprehensive study has been undertaken on the Danish material, over
55 are known from Hedeby alone27 and can be augmented by other scauered
references.28

In addition. contemporary balances are known from Europe, especially along
the Baltic,29 and Russia. JO Four balances are known from Scotland, three of which
are from Scandinavian gravesJ ! and one from the 9th-century Pictish Croy, Inver
nesshire hoard. J2 An odd balance, with features harking back to Roman traditions,
was found at Ronaldsway in the Isle of Man, and dates to the early Christian
period. 33 The excavations of the Scandinavian graves at Kilmainham/Islandbridge,
outside Dublin, Ireland, produced four balances, which often provide the earliest
parallels to characteristics.34 These can be augmented by a number from recent
excavations in Ireland and isolated other examples. 35 The Irish examples may be
under-represented, since some of the Norwegian examples are thought to be Irish in
origin. 36

In short, balances were used throughout the north. In areas with a metal weight
economy, where all bullion had to be weighed, one would expect a greater use of
small balances, as indeed are found in Scandinavia and E. Europe. Such small
folding balances must have been a necessary possession of every merchant, but
balances were also used by the itinerant smith as well, as shown by graves with
balances and other equipment.J7

The time is ripe for a re-analysis of much of this material. Earlier studies by
KischJ8 are out of date, with many of the datings and historical contexts suspect.
Heiko Steuer has taken a broad and thorough look at balances from Roman to the
medieval period, providing the major step towards such re-analysis. Nevertheless,
comprehensive publications of Roman or medieval balances are lacking, hindering
comparisons with the late Saxon material.J9 For the Merovingian and early
Anglo-Saxon balances more material is accessible, particularly due to the publi
cations ofWerner, Steuer and Scull.4o Steuer's discussion ofthe Viking Age balances
provides the major study available at present on material of this period. Although he
has devised a typology for N. Europe covering six types in this period, only two
(Types '2 and 3), for folding balances, are discussed in any depth.41

CHARACTERISTICS OF BALANCES FOUND IN ENGLAND

The small number and fragmentary state of surviving examples limit the
discussion of characteristic features of late Saxon balances. Moreover, as noted
above, the balances which form the core of this discussion are liable to be an
incomplete sample. Nevertheless, it is useful at this stage to note the range offeatures
current, and parallels where known.
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Dating remains the major problem. The discussion here has been limited to
balances in securely dated late Saxon contexts, except in the very few cases where
ornamentation allows attribution to the late Saxon period. 42

fOLDING VS NON·rOLDING BALANCES

on-folding balances are the main type of balance found before Boo. Roman
weighing instruments are primarily steelyards, and of the equal-armed balances
dated to the Roman period, many incorporate steelyard type principles. Most are
non-folding.43 Late Roman and Byzantine examples range from 0.10 to 0.40 m long,
with much longer pointers. Merovingian and early Anglo-Saxon examples are
usually smaller, with beam lengths around 0.10 to 0.15 ro, continuing the Roman
equal-armed tradition rather than the new Byzantine innovations. Again, almost all
are non-folding. 44

After a gap in the late 7th and 8th centuries, when balances have not been found
in N. Europe, they again appear in both folding and non-folding versions. In
Scandinavia, the folding types are far more common in the later Viking Age,45 but no
such generalizations can be made yet for the English material, due to the smaller
number of well-preserved examples. However, the surviving material at present
suggests no such chronological difference in the English material, with folding and
non-folding appearing together throughout the period. Interestingly, Wallace found
that in Dublin non-folding balances were more popular than folding balances in the
later Viking period46 and the English examples may relate more to Irish Sea
preferences.

Steuer's Type 3 balance, a highly accurate folding balance probably imponed
from Arabic countries from the very end of the 9th century, is represented in the
English material by balances from Thetford and Kildale.47 This type is character
ized by ornamented punched triangles on the beam and arms, with beams t:. 0.08 to
0.13 m in length, pointers of a different material, and with four strands holding the
balance pans (Fig. I). Imitations of this type of balance probably occurred quite
quickly, as evidenced by the production ofbalances in Hedeby and Birka. Neverthe
less, these imitations were not as accurate as the models.48

The Type 2 balances appear at the beginningofthe loth century in Norway and
the British Isles, particularly Ireland. Although folding, in other design features they
relate to the older non-folding balances of Merovingian period, but with a longer
beam length (average t:.o.18m), tinned bronze metal, and pans hanging on three
strands, often metal chains. Steuer felt these are imperfectly understood imitations of
the Type 3 balance, drawing on older traditions.49 This type ofbalance is distinctive,
but not overly common despite the attention it has received.

Most of the folding balances from England cannot be associated with either
type. In most cases this is due to incomplete preservation. However, in addition to
the Thetford and Kildale balances, in seven cases, three from Ipswich, one each from
Great Yarmouth, York, Beverley, and Exeter, enough remains survive to indicate
different types from Steuer's Type 2 and 3. With the exception ofthe Exeter balance,
all are unornamented and at least four are probably longer than the Type 3, but
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shorter than Type 2. One of the Ipswich balances is also early in date, from a
9th-century context.

A study of the non-folding types ofthis period throughout the north is promised
by Steuer. so He noted, however, that many of the non-folding Viking Age balances
contain similar construction details to earlier Merovingian and Roman examples.51

BEAMS AND ARMS

Where complete remains survive or the size can be estimated, the balance
beams oflate Saxon balances in England are c. 0.75 m to o. 16 m long, similar to the
Merovingian and early Anglo-Saxon examples. Some late Saxon balances are
extremely crude, and no extant examples reflect the Byzantine design. The sizes fall
within the range ofcontemporary parallels. Published Irish examples are in general
slightly larger (beams where known range from o. I 3 to 0.31 m), but Wallace noted
that sizes varied. 52

Most of the beams have rope mouldings on the ends of the arms, and in two
examples, also near the hinge, sometimes finely articulated. In several examples the
mouldings enclose a more bulbous section, producing a capsule-like effect (Fig. 2C).
Such mouldings are also common in Roman,53 contemporary,54 or medieval
examples,55 and cannot be used as a distinctive feature.

The arms of the Great Yarmouth, Exeter and probably the Beverley balance
end in a more bulbous thickening. 56 Contemporary parallels are less common, but
include the 9th-century Kiloran Bay, Colonsay, Scotland balance which ends in
square casings, the Gigha, Scotland balance, two balances from S. Sweden dated to
the first half of the 11th century, and Slavic examples from the 9th to I uh
centuries.57 Similarly, Roman and medieval English balances also have such
endings. 58

A crude loth- or I Ith-century balance from Thetford merely has a hole through
the end of the beam, without any ornamentation. It is reminiscent of some of the
Merovingian balancess9 although medieval examples without any articulation on
the ends are also known. 6O

A loth-century arm fragment from Coppergate, York has a polyhedral, orna
mented with ring and dot decoration, near the folding hinge.61 The feature may well
indicate Scandinavian or Baltic production or imitation; weights of this form are
known from Viking Age contexts in both areas (see below). Polyhedrals are also
found on the ends and near the hinges of a large 9th-century Kilmainham/
Islandbridge, Ireland balance,62 as well as some Scandinavian examples. 63 The use
of polyhedrals on both the ends of arms and near the hinge was also particularly
popular on Ilth- to 13th-century Scandinavian and Slavic balances,64 and not
unknown in medieval England, as shown by a 13th-century example from Winches
ter. 65 A slightly less well dated example from Thetford, found with I Ith- and
12th-century pottery, also had this feature, together with clearly articulated rope
mouldings at the end. 66 As a result, an unstratified arm from St Peter's Street,
Northampton with polyhedrals on the ends and hear the hinge67 may be late Saxon
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FIG. 3
Tenth-Century balances and stirrup from Ipswich. a. 17'3/3104; b. 360/.801; c. 53'/3104' Scale I: I

(Donna Wr<:athall, Suffolk Counly Council)

or medieval in date. Kisch also published a Byzantine balance with polyhedrals on
the arms, but did not state his dating evidence.68

The distinctive decoration ofpunched triangles on the beams and arms from the
Thetford and Kildale balances, allowing attribution to Steuer's Type 3, has been
mentioned above. Steuer felt these balances were imported to Scandinavia from the
E., arriving with the stream ofArabic coins, and were then carried by Scandinavian
merchants to the British Isles. 69

A variant of this form is a loth-century balance from Ipswich whose arms and
central beam are decorated with fine ring and dot decoration (Fig. 3b).70 A folding
balance with ring and dot decoration on the beam from Wiltshire was published for
no obvious reason as Roman,71 and it may well date to the late Saxon period.
Contemporary parallels include a balance from Norway.72 No other English bal
ances have similar decoration on the arms and beams, although such decoration
does occur on some stirrups discussed below.

The Exeter balance is ornamented on both the beam end and arms (PI. VI, A).
The beam has three incised lines on each side, with a running S scroll on each. The
surviving arm has a variant of the polyhedral ornamentation, where the round
section is squared off, and the flat faces ornamented with diamonds enclosing a ring
and dot, imitating a polyhedral. In addition, incised lines appear near the hinge.
This balance is unique among the late Saxon period, without any contemporary
parallels known.

Most of the arms terminate with simple rounded or squared off ends with
circular eyes to hold the chains or threads suspending the pans. The Great
Yarmouth and Exeter balances are again different, with splayed lozenge-shaped
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ends enclosing the eye. This feature can be paraJlelled in Roman and contemporary
balances. 73

STIRRUPS

Stirrups survive from several sites, including a late loth-century example from
Norwich,74 a loth-century and probable late Saxon example from Ipswich,7s an
I uh-century example from Great Yarmouth,76 a loth-century example from
York,77 and a late Saxon example from Northampton. 78 The Norwich and Ipswich
examples are stirrups only, while the Great Yarmouth and York stirrups are
associated with the beams and arms. One of the Ipswich examples is too corroded to
identify details. The other stirrup (Fig. sa) is well preserved and similar to another
Ipswich example from an II th-/12th-century context (Fig. 4d). 79

The Norwich example is fragmentary and bent, but appears to have been a
simple narrow band looped over. The Great Yarmouth stirrup is similar, although
the top portion has been shaped to give a definite loop. Similar simple shaped bands
are not particularly diagnostic, occurring, for example, from Roman to medieval
contexts. 80
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Early medieval balances and stirrup from Ipswich. a. 6g/4601; b. 21/3\101; c. 1874/1 304; d. 452/3104.
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The remaining examples in good condition, the loth-century Ipswich (Fig. sa)
and York stirrups, have squared-off shoulders, a thickened upper section and a
straight join where the two uprights meet. Both are designed to be suspended; the
Ipswich example has a rope moulding leading to the eye, the York example a
thickening and flared-out flattened section with an eye. Few published contempo
rary examples are available for comparison, but the shape is also simple and
undiagnostic. One of the KilmainhamjIslandbridge stirrups is similar,8! as is a
stirrup attached to a Steuer Type 3 folding balance from a grave find from Vestre
Dolven, Norway (Fig. 1).82

Ornamentation is only discernible on the Norwich stirrup, which has ring and
dot decoration along much of the band. Ring and dot ornamentation is common on
Viking Age Scandinavian artefacts, and its use on a balance beam and arm from
Ipswich has been noted above. It occurs on a stirrup from Kilmainhamj
Islandbridge, Ireland, a balance with features harking back to Merovingian
design. 83 However, it cannot be used to characterize Viking Age stirrups, since it is
particularly common on medieval stirrups of the 12th and 13th centuries. 84

POINTERS

The pointer was attached to the centre of the beam, with a hole through which
the two uprights of the stirrup was fastened. In some cases the pointer is a separate
piece inserted into the beam and often held by a rivet; in other cases it has been
constructed as one piece with the beam.

Several beams still have their pointers attached, and considerable variety is
evidenced. The lengths are generally small, and the ratio of the pointer length to the
total beam is usually less than I :4, an exception being the Great Yarmouth balance
which is approximately 1:3.85 The position of the hole through which the stirrup is
fastened also varies; in some cases it is very near to the beam, in other cases as much
as a.lsm above (Fig.2b).

Roman balances were either without pointers, or with short, broad horizontal
pieces rarely more than one-tenth of the beam length. Byzantine examples, however,
often have a long, very thin pointer whose length is one quarter to one half of the
beam length. Although the Merovingian and early Anglo-Saxon balances harked
back to the tradition of the Roman rather than the Byzantine balance, a few
7th-century examples with longer pointers and ratios greater than 1:4 are known. 86

Other contemporary and medieval examples are mixed in their lengths, although
the more elaborate medieval examples often have longer pointers. 87

BALANCE PANS

Balance pans survive from 10th-century contexts in York, a IOth- or Ilth
century context from Thetford, and 11th-century contexts from Norwich and Great
Yarmouth. 8s This is probably a gross under-representation since pans are often
fragmentary and, if found on their own, difficult to identify. The examples listed
above show a number of similarities: they are all small, shallow and round, with
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diameIers ranging from c.o.30 to 0.35 m, with the exception of the fragmentary
Great Yarmouth pans which are even less. Where the number of holes can be
determined, all have three holes. Ornamentation can be discerned on the Thetford
and one of the York pans, where there are traces ofconcentric rings.

In only two cases is there any evidence ofthe means by which the pans hung: a
fragment of thread was found with the Great Yarmouth balance,89 and a chain
survives with the Exeter balance. However, the Exeter balance is again unusual,
with the one sUlviving chain a thick intricate copper alloy chain link (PI. VI, A). It
may have suspended the pans in a similar method as theJ1tten, Norway balance,
where a heavy chain was suspended from the arm end to a lower attachment from
which the three chains hung.90

Roman balance pans are found with three or four holes, although Byzantine
examples are known with three. Merovingian and early Anglo-Saxon pans are also
generally with three holes.91 On the other hand Arabic pans from medieval to
modern times generally had four holes.92 Contemporary examples from Scandinavia
are mixed. Steuer noted that his Type 3 balances, the imported folding balances
from the Arabic lands, had four holes, whereas the slightly later and larger folding
balances manufactured in Scandinavia (his Type 2) had only three holes, from
which metal chains hung.93 In general, balances with three holes seem more
common.

Few sizes of pans have been published with which to compare the English
examples. Of the Norwegian pans published by Jondell, all are larger than the
English examples.94 However, many of the Dublin pans are ofsimilar size, though
some may be medieval in date. Unstratified examples from London, probably
medieval in date, also provide parallels.95

The ornamentation on the York and Thetford pans is very simple. Other
contemporary balances are similar, for example two of the Kilmainham/
Islandbridge, Ireland balances,96 but little significance should be attached to such
simple decoration. Other Scandinavian balances often have rosettes or elaborate
geometric decoration, in some cases on tinned pans.97

A large, unfinished balance pan was found in a 13th-century context from
Northampton, but has been dated to the late Saxon period based on its orna·
mentation. The hatched patterns on the rim is similar to some of the Norwegian
Viking Age examples, including balances ofSteuer Type 3, and it is noteworthy that
the pan would have had four holes. 98 Iflate Saxon in date, its unfinished state raises
the possibility that imitations ofType 3 balances were manufactured in England in
the late Saxon period.

DISCUSSION

The balances found in England which can be dated to the late Saxon period
display considerable diversity, even those from 9th-century contexts. No single
tradition or workshop is evident, nor any uniform technology. Their accuracy is
likely to have varied considerably.99
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With the exception of the ornamentation characteristic of Steuer's Type 3
balances and some pans, there are few diagnostic features for balances in the late
Saxon period. As a result, the features on most of the English balances in contexts
dating to the late Saxon period can be paralleled in earlier or later contexts. This
means that for poorly dated finds, there is little at present to allow dating to the late
Saxon period, with distinguishing between late Saxon and medieval products almost
impossible. Nevertheless, certain preferences are visible, including small sizes of
balances, the use of rope mouldings on the ends and small balance pans. Further
publication of securely dated examples may in the future refine the picture to some
degree, particularly for the more sophisticated examples.

It is also rarely possible with the present knowledge to localize production and
ownership of the English balances, with the exception of the Kildale and Thetford
ornamentated examples, although local imitation cannot be ruled out. Moreover,
place ofproduction does not necessarily imply ethnicity ofthe owner, given that such
portable objects were by definition part of the trading milieu. Future research into
diagnostic elements of balances may allow a finer attribution, but with such small
numbers in the British Isles, the fragmentary condition of the surviving examples,
the longevity of form, and the portability of the objects, determining the ethnicity of
the owner and manufacturer will remain problematic.

WEIGHTS

Although more weights than balances are known from late Saxon England, the
numbers are still not large (Table I). Unlike balances, however, some forms of
weights can be associated with the late Saxon period alone, and with regional
preferences. In the description below, the different forms of weights found in
England will be discussed, together with the known parallels. tOO

Like the balances, weights are found (generally in sets with balances) in early
Anglo-Saxon contexts in the 6th and 7th centuries, after which there is agap until the
9th century. The early Anglo-Saxon weights tended to be re-used coins, particularly
Roman, Byzantine weights, or thin bronze discs, most extremely lightweight. IOt

None of the late Saxon weights are of these types.
The known late Saxon weights reflect the same Yorkshire and East Anglian

distribution shown by the balances. In particular, excavations at Coppergate, York
have uncovered a large number of weights, almost doubling the previously known
corpus. These weights comprise a large number offorms so that almost every type of
weight is represented. Even the four weights found together, and thus possibly part
of a set, comprise very different forms: a cylindrical disc, truncated pyramid,
flattened cone, and a lead-coated iron plano-convex-shaped weight. A similar
diversity was found in Hedeby, whereJankuhn's typology of22 weights was divided
among ten forms. 102

Although a number of weights were recovered in excavations at Lincoln,
problems of dating allow none to be ascribed to the late Saxon period with any
certainty; as a result, although several may be late Saxon in date, these weights have
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been omitted from the discussion below. Despite the large number ofbalances found
in late Saxon contexts in Ipswich, only three weights (one ambiguous) can be dated
securely to this period. Only one published weight from London is late Saxon,
although recent unpublished finds from the Vintry area of London may be relevant;
unfortunately, most cannot be finely dated at present. Similar problems in dating
occur with four recently published weights from Winchester; these are discussed
separately below.

I. UNORNAMENTED LEAD WEIGHTS

This category comprises the largest number of weights, with most plain discs,
though bun·shaped weights, spheres, truncated pyramids and truncated cones are
also known. Most of the English examples are from Coppergate. Other finds include
a heavy lead drum-shaped disc from a late loth· or lith-century context from
Thetford103 and a lighter disc from St Neots, Cambridgeshire. 104 A heavy spherical
weight from Coppergate is perforated at both ends, and possibly is a fishing weight.
The three Ipswich weights dating to the period are all lead, one conical, one pierced
disc, and an ambiguous pierced five-sided piece ofJead. A 'plug oflead' was found
with the balance in the Kildale burial,105 and may indicate that a weight was also
present.

Unornamented lead weights are the hardest to attribute with cenainty as
weights. The line between plain lead discs used as weights or counters is very
difficult to determine. Similarly, perforated lead discs could be either weights or
spindle whorls (which are, ofcourse, weights ofa kind, but without tight metrologi
cal significance). From Coppergate, three thick perforated lead discs may be
weights, but they could be spindle whorls; they are included in Table I but with
reservations. 106 Similarly, a perforated bun-shaped weight dating to the late Saxon
period from Northampton107 and the two Ipswich pierced objects are problematic.

A thorough study of medieval spindle whorls from Bergen, Norway, and
isolated references elsewhere to weights of objects identified as Viking Age spindle
whorls, both lead and other substances,108 indicate overlap in the weights ofspindle
whorls and perforated lead discs. As a result, weight alone will not provide a
diagnostic feature. Nevertheless, some of the pierced lead discs are likely to be
weights, since lead spindle whorls are not common. Moreover, pierced lead discs are
occasionally found in weight sets alongside weights of other forms. 109

Elsewhere lead weights are the most common type ofweight, also in a variety of
forms. They comprise the majority of the over 200 weights found in Dublin. It is not
possible to discuss the Dublin weights in detail since they are as yet unpublished, but
Wallace has summarized the results of analysis and indicates a similar diversity of
forms as found at Coppergate. 110 Similarly, lead weights are very common in
Scandinavia, although no single study deals with them as a group. Several typologies
have been proposed,lll but are hampered by corrosion, lack of precision in
manufacture, and the ambiguity ofform. Steuer suggested that the variety offorms
represents local traditions in their manufacture. 112 Wallace has no doubt that most
of the Dublin weights were manufactured locally.1l3
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2. TRUNCATED SPHERES

Five truncated spheres (spheres with opposite poles flat ended) 114 with iron
cores and copper alloy casings were found at Coppergate in contexts firmly datable
to the late Saxon period. In addition, recent excavations on the London waterfront
sites have uncovered at least half a dozen such weights. This material is still under
evaluation, but derives from contexts from the loth to the 12th centuries. 115 A recent
find from Norfolk is without context, but similar to many other late Saxon examples
including one from Coppergate. 116

These weights represent one of the most common type of Viking Age Scandi
navian weight, found also along the Baltic. The form is known from Roman times,
spreading to the Arabic world. However these earlier examples are usually ofbronze
or, in the Roman cases, sometimes of stone or bronze·coated lead,ll7 whereas the
Scandinavian and Baltic examples are generally iron coated by copper alloy.lls
Although most weights ofthis type date to the Viking Age, examples are known from
late I I th- and 12th·century contexts in Scandinavia and the Baltic, where many are
often deliberately gouged. 119 As a result, weights of this form without context are
likely, though not certain, to date to the late Saxon period.

The origins of the Scandinavian weights are now thought to derive from the
Arabic world, coming to Scandinavia with Arabic coins. 120 There,like the balances,
they were soon copied. In some Scandinavian cases the shaved poles are marked
with Arabic script or an imitation.t21 The majority, presumably later, examples
have ring and dots on the poles, sometimes linked by lines, generally with the
flattened rim outlined by a ring of ring and dots. 122 The Coppergate examples,
where the ornamentation can be discerned, consist ofdots linked by lines, in one case
forming the 'triskele' figures Bn21gger associates with ore weights;123 the Norfolk
weight also has this pattern. On one weight the copper alloy coating only partially
covers the surface, a variation on the normal Scandinavian form. Despite the large
number of weights from Dublin, few truncated spheres are known. 124

3. POLYHEDRALS

In Scandinavia the truncated spheres are often accompanied by small bronze
polyhedral weights, generally made from cubes with each corner flattened, and the
large faces marked with dots. 125 Several are known from England, but none in
securely dated contexts. Four, possibly more, are said to have been found near
Sheffield, with dots appearing to reflect a unit around 0.68 grams. 126 A more
elaborate form, with two hexagonal faces at the top and bottom, and each face
ornamented with a dot, was found at York. It resembles an Arabic example (not
dated) illustrated by Kisch, and possibly one of the Birka weights. 127

Dating of these weights is difficult without context. The origins, like the
truncated spheres, appear to belong to the Arabic world, where the form continued
into modern times. 128 In Scandinavia, Viking Age imitations have also been
identified,121! but these weights are generally lightweight, less than 4.25 grams. no
The Sheffield weights are similarly lightweight, but the York polyhedral is signifi·
candy heavier. However, polyhedrals along the Baltic are also heavier than the
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Scandinavian examples, though many may be later than the Viking Age. 131 The
longevity of this form in Arabic lands also leaves open the possibility that the English
finds are imports of medieval to modern date.

The use of the polyhedral as a decorative feature is widespread from at least
~oman times in both W. and E. Europe and the Arabic empire,132 including
Anglo-Saxon England.133 As noted above, it is sometimes found on balance beams,
usually medieval ones, although a loth-century Coppergate example already has
this feature.

4. LEAD WEIGHTS WITH COPPER ALLOY OR ENAMELLED MOUNTS

Three English finds reflect a growing corpus of weights comprised ofthis type;
unfortunately, none of the English examples is securely dated, but the orna
mentation on the mounts and comparative examples allow a late Saxon date to be
assumed.

A shallow pyramid capped with an enamelled plate ornamented with a winged
animal was found in post-medieval demolition layers of the Clementhorpe Abbey
site in York.134 The decoration suggests an 8th- or 9th-century date for the
enamelled plate. A very heavy lead disk with gill copper alloy cap ornamented with a
rosette pattern, triquetra knots and animals, was found at Mildenhall, Suffolk. 13S
Although no exact parallels are known, the ornamentation and form suggest a
9th-century date. A recent find from Thetford with a fragmentary gilt copper alloy
mount is without context but may well be of similar date. 136

These weights belong to a small group of lead weights with copper alloy or
enamelled mounts, many of which are re·used metalwork. The most famous
parallels are the weight set from Kiloran Bay, Colonsay, Scotland, which had both
enamelled and gilt copper alloy mounts, 137 and a number ofweights, possibly from a
set, from the cemetery at Kilmainham/Islandbridge, outside Dublin, Ireland. 138

From Scotland, four other finds are known: a weight found in the Talnotrie hoard,
deposited c. 875,139 a fragment ofan oval brooch used for a mount from a settlement
find from Little Dunagoil, Bute, 140 and a recent excavation find from Whithorn. 141

A few similar weights were uncovered in the Dublin excavations, but they are
not common amongst this material. 142 Elsewhere in Ireland recent finds are adding
to the corpus, including three found in Co. Westmeath,143 and at least four from Co.
Armagh. 144 An interesting heavy example was found on the shore at Freshwater
West, Castlemartin, Dyfed, Wales. 14S From Norway, C.20 examples are known,
most from graves, and in some cases found with lead weights of other forms. 146

Only the Colonsay weight set and the Kilmainham/Islandbridge set, ifindeed it
is one, contain weights of this kind in any numbers. The largest set containing these
weights from Norway is from a loth-century woman's grave from Hopperstad, Sogn
og Fjordane, but only two ofthe five weights were manufactured with a lead base and
copper alloy mount. 147 Given such small numbers of finds, it is difficult to localize
production of these weights. Many ofthe mounts derive from insular metalwork, but
many are clearly re-used,148 and cannot therefore indicate an insular place of
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production fOT the weights. The Kiloran Bay set, for example, contains mounts from
both Scottish/Irish and Anglo-Saxon sources. 149

Indeed, the fact ofScandinavian re-use ofsimilar pieces in other ways, such as
on brooches, 150 is the most compelling argument for a Scandinavian manufacture of
these weights. However, this need not have been in Norway. The Norwegian weights
are often found with weights of different kinds, and in general date to the loth
century. 1St In contrast, the weights from Scotland and Ireland date to the 9th
century and include the two large sets. lS2 As a result these weights may be a product
of the Scandinavian settlers, many ofwhom presumably were traders as well, in the
Irish Sea area. The York example supports this interpretation; the East Anglian
examples are more puzzling though not inexplicable given Scandinavian conquest
and settlement in the area.

A now corroded and illegible styca mounted on a lead base from Sancton, North
Humberside l 5J. is a variant of this type, but may relate more to coin weights (see
below). It can be paralleled to two weights from a grave from Vig, Fjrere, Aust*Agder
in Norway.1S4

5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FILLED METALWORK

Related to the weights with mounts are the two examples from England of
metalwork filled with lead to convert them into weights. A recent metal detector find
from Ixwonh, Suffolk is a gilt bronze mount in the form of a head, with broad
moustache. 1Ss Similarly, a head from Furness, Lancashire was later filled with lead
and adapted into a weight. 1S6 Both heads are probably Nonhumbrian or Irish
metalwork, and can be paralleled in Northumbrian HiberncrSaxon manuscript
illustration of the 8th century.IS7

Although this adaptation cannot be dated or indeed associated with any ethnic
group, given the fact that Scandinavians converted other insular metalwork into
weights it is not unreasonable to associate the re*useofthem. The adaptation ofolder
metalwork into weights by filling cavities with lead is paralleled by a find from
Trondheim, Norway, where a heavy lead·filled loth-century harness mount
occurred in occupation levels dating to the second half of the I nh century.1S8 The
original idea may date back to Roman steelyard weights, some ofwhich were heads
ofdeities filled with lead. 1S9

6. 'COIN WEIGHTS'

Heavy lead discs struck with coin dies represent the most geographically
widespread form of weight found in England. At least one, and possibly two, are
known from York: one with a coin stamp of an £thelred imitation obverse,160 the
other, generally associated with York, with two reverse dies from the time of Anlaf
Sihtricsson (mid loth century).161 A much cruder example, possibly unfinished or a
waster, was found in Thetford, Norfolk, also with dies of .£thelred II. 161 Two such
weights are also known from London and Winchester: a rectangular lead disc from
$t Paul's churchyard, London, struck with dies from an Alfred coin, and a circular
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disc struck with the reverse ofa moneyer working from the end ofCnut's reign into
that of Edward the Confessor from Winchester.t63 A find from Whitby described as
'a circular lead weight marked Eanred'l64 may also be of this form, but no further
details are known.

These objects have been interpreted variously as trial pieces165 or weights. 166

Recently, Marion Archibald has shown that thin lead discs struck with dies occur in
more numbers than previously suspected, and often on wharfor trading sites. As a
result, she suggests many may be custom tokens. However, in the case of the heavier
examples mentioned here, she leaves open the possibility that they were weights. 161

The heavy weights of these objects and the care in production support their
interpretation as weights, and ifaccepted, suggest the possibility that these weights
were official in nature, perhaps used at a mint or as a market weighl,168 However,
none can be correlated easily with weights of Anglo-Saxon coins. 169 They span a
long period, suggesting use throughout the late Saxon period. Some, such as the
London and Winchester examples, are probably in the English rather than Scandi
navian tradition, but the possibility of Scandinavian imitation, especially on the
weights with imitation coins or Scandinavian issues, cannot be discounted. Five
such weights, with stamps ofCarolingian coins, are known from the continentdating
to the 9th century,110 and may provide the inspiration for the English examples. In
addition, a similar weight, bearing the name of the roth~centuryEmperor Otto, was
recently found in London, and can be paralleled by other German examples with
similar weights but more barbarous designs.111

7. 'ANCHOR-SHAPED' WEIGHTS

Lead-shaped objects in the shape ofanchors have been found in Coppergate l72

and Chester. 173 The Coppergate example was originally published as a pendant.
However, several similar objects from Dublin have been classified as weights,
primarily due to their metrological conformity to other Irish weights. 174 An example
is also known from Hedeby.175

8. OTHER WEIGHT FORMS

A plano-convex iron weight with lead coating from Coppergate is unique. It is
possibly a local product: but nevertheless is one of the four weights from Coppergate
which may form the only weight set found in England. The lead coating may have
been used to hinder corrosion of iron, but no such explanation can be used for a
strange perforated lead disc, coated in iron, from the Chapel site at Cheddar. The
dating appears to indicate the late Anglo-Saxon period.t'6

An unprovenanced bronze disc with a quadruped against a carved background
was published by Wilson as an 8th- or 9th-century Anglo-Saxon weight.I" No such
use of heavy bronze discs for weights is known in the late Saxon period, and the
attribution must rest on the ornamentation of the quadruped. However, it is similar
to medieval Irish bronze gaming pieces,178 although slightly smaller, and may
therefore date to this period. It is listed in Table I with reservations.
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Four flat weights from Winchester have been tentatively ascribed to the late
Saxon period by Biddle, based on their ornamentation alone since the archaeological
contexts are unstratified, very late, or unknown. 179 However, the decoration of
debased floriated equal.armed crosses is by no means obviously datable only to this
period, and could be later. Two are ofa type described above (number 4,Iead base
wilh copper alloy mount); the mounts are not insular, but rather openwork crosses,
one with ring and dot decoration. Other unpublished finds from London also have
mounts resulting in openwork design, but unfortunately the contexts for these
weights are not secure, allowing only a loth-I 12th-century date. ISO Further analysis
of the London finds may provide a firmer attribution for weights of this type. The
other two Winchester weights are entirely ofJead, with indistinct designs, probably
floral. The casting of the weights with lead designs is not otherwise found in weights
securely dated to this period.

Attribution of these weights to the late Saxon period remains inconclusive. If
the form can be shown to be early it might represent an English adaptation of the
Irish Sea weights with mounts.

A fifth weight from Winchester, an incomplete rounded form in lead coated
with copper alloy, was originally meant to hang, possibly from a steelyard, and may
date to the 9th to mid loth century.1BI However, the object is too fragmentary and
the dating too uncertain to draw further conclusions.

DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHTS AND BALANCES

The finds of weights and balances are dominated by York and East Anglia.
Most are found in ports, trading towns, royal sites (e.g. Northampton and Cheddar),
or elite sites (e.g. Brandon). To some extent the distribution reflects vigorous
programmes of excavation and publication in both areas. Interestingly, until the
recent excavations on the Thames in the Vintry area of London, the archaeological
evidence for late Saxon weights and balances was virtually non-existent, despite an
equally vigorous excavation policy. This in part is due to the fact that middle and
late Saxon London is the leasl understood ofLondon seltlements, and to problems in
dating. The publication ofthe Vintry material should fill the gap and confirm the use
of weights and balances in London, mentioned from as early as the 9th century in
documentary sources. 1B2

The number ofweights from England is small-compare, for example, the over
200 examples known from Dublin with the 27 finds from York. Moreover, the
majority appear in towns where foreign merchants would have travelled. In some
cases, such as the lead anchors from Coppergate and Chester, the likelihood is ofan
Irish owner, probably a merchant who also worked in Dublin. There can be little
doubt that the truncated spheres are Scandinavian or colonial Scandinavian, as are
the polyhedrals if they date to this period. The lead bases with metal or enamel
mounts also suggest an Irish Sea provenance, though it is difficult to be more precise.
Only some ofthe 'coin weights' seem distinctly English, perhaps to be augmented by
weights of the type found in Winchester and London ifsecurely dated parallels can
be found.
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Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine whether all the York and East Anglian
weights and balances belonged to foreign owners. The broad dating for most of these
objects would overlap periods ofScandinavian occupation. In East Anglia, Vikings
raided from the early 9th century, and settled in the later 9th, while the presence in
Northumbria was even longer.t83 It is worth noting as well that no mint existed in
the Anglo-Saxon period N. of York, 184 and southern royal control was always less
strong in this area. 18S From York and East Anglia the Scandinavians minted their
own coins in the last decade of the 9th and early loth centuries, and even after
re-conquest by the English kings these mints produced coins which often vary in
weight and design. 186

During the periods of Scandinavian control it is possible that a metal-weight
economy may have functioned, although the minting of coins by the new Scandi
navian rulers in the tradition, but not standard, of their English predecessors
suggests a continuation in some form ofa coined metal economy. Nevertheless, the
trading connections of the Scandinavians would have been to areas with metal·
weight economies, such as Dublin and Scandinavia, and these contacts would have
continued after the English reconquest. Moreover, the economic focus of commu
nities N. of York throughout the period is less clear. A metal·weight economy may
have existed in this fringe area, as indicated by hoards with hacksilver and ingots as
well as coins.

METROLOGY

Weights have in the past served as the major evidence for Viking Age
metrology, in particular in studies by Arne, Bmgger, Steuer, Kyhlberg, Nielsen, and
Wallace. 18? In all cases the theories have sparked off long debates, with the same
weights often being used to support very different claims.

In part this confusion results from using damaged objects to reflect very precise
weight systems. Many weights are visually damaged, and some have disintegrated
further since discovery. For example, the lead weights with stycas mounted on top
from Vig, Norway weighed 18.18 and 14.55 grams when found, but one hundred
years later weighed 10.42 and 8.72 grams respectively, a difference too large to be
attributed to weighing on balances of different accuracy. 188

In cases where the weights were manufactured with great precision in geo·
metric forms, such as the truncated spheres and polyhedrals, weight reconstruction
techniques have been employed. 189 These figures, based on measurements corre·
lated with specific weight and volume, provide the maximum possible weight, but
given the condition ofmany of the objects, are probably closer to the original weight
than the extant object. The severity of the distortion can be seen in some of the
truncated spheres from Hedeby, where differences between 13% and 60% were
found for actual and reconstructed weights. 190 Unfortunately, no such precision was
used in the manufacture of lead weights, with the result that no weight recon·
struction techniques can be attempted for these objects.

Most metrological studies involving weights also assume that all weights
carry equal value. Only recently has some attention been directed to the find
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circumstances and their implications. Although weight sets are known, particularly
from the trading towns such as Hedeby and Birka,191 many finds, including grave
finds, contain only one or two weights. Moreover, weights are found nOl only in
men's graves, but also in those ofwomen and children. 192 In these cases, the weights
are more likdy to fulfil a symbolic rather than utilitarian function, and may not have
been metrologically precise when buried.

With the possible exception of the four weights found together in a house in
Coppergate, all English weights are single finds and either stray losses or without
context. Most are in fair or poor condition. Although not all weights were examined,
a subjective assessment of corrosion and damage for those that were seen or
illustrated is indicated in Table I. This provides a rough indication ofwhich weights
are patently unusable in metrological study, and which weights may provide the best
metrological evidence.

An obvious aim is to correlate these weights with the Anglo-Saxon metrological
system. However, the Anglo-Saxon weight systems for precious metals are an
extremely contentious issue, since the evidence of coins, which varied in weight, is
difficult to merge with the documentary evidence of weight units. 193 The issue is
further complicated by the probability that a minting surcharge was imposed by
Anglo-Saxon monarchs from an early period, with the result that the coinage unit
and bullion units are different. 194 Moreover, given the light weight of most Anglo
Saxon coins, which in the late Saxon period are less than two grams, it is very easy to
correlate any weight with a multiple of coins.

Approaches using medieval or later documentary evidence worked back to the
Anglo-Saxon period are more common but equally fraught with problems. 195 0

unbroken tradition can be demonstrated with certainty; the possibility ofconcurrent
standards or variations due to commodities or region further complicates the issue.
As a result, there are a number of postulated units with which one could compare
these weights, with the merits ofeach case involving lengthy arguments. 196 For the
discussion here, only one of the units will be compared, a unit of3.1 grams, not with
any conviction that its case is best, bUl simply because it is frequently met with in the
literature. This unit is generally correlated to one-tenth of a Troy ounce, which in
turn was one-twelfth of a Troy pound.197 Although the foundation of this unit is
unclear (the evidence for the Troy pound cannot be pushed further back than the
13th century) ,198 it is frequently cited in relation to the early Anglo-Saxon weights
which are usually so light that they too can be easily correlated to a number ofunits .

The presence in York of truncated spheres and polyhedrals on the one hand,
and anchor-shaped weights known primarily from Dublin on the other, indicates the
possibility of multiple standards in the material. Table I correlates the weights to
three postulated systems; the postulated Anglo-Saxon unit of 3.1 grams, a Dublin
unit of 26.6 grams put forward by Wallace based on analysis of over 200 lead
weights,l99 and a Scandinavian system of the truncated spheres with a unit
somewhere around 24 grams;200 here Nielsen's figure of 24.4 ± 0.8 grams will be
used. No auempt has been made to correlate the postulated Anglo-Saxon unit of 1.3
grams, or coinage weights, due to the light weight of the base units, condition of the
weights, and other factors mentioned above.
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TAlIU: 1

LATE SAXON WEIGHTS FOUND IN EKGLANol

FUWf-l SUp< IVaI'" ..." 3·' ,.., HJ c..J. ~
(1'1UIIJ) .., .., ..it .., iliH _m

York? coin die 3.86 .. +0.']6 -0.21 -0·57 NS fn. 160
Coppergate lad disc: '·59 .. + 1·49 +0.52 +0.16 F
Coppcrgale Icaddisc: s·81 2z/lz/lz -0·39 + 1.74 + 1.38 G
Coppcrgate perf. disc 6.14 27,hZllZ -0.06 -2.00 + 1.71 G
Coppcrpte lead disc 8·49 vhxhx -0.81 +0·35 - 0·37 GfF
Ipswich perf. disc 11.8 4Jt/:JX!3x -0.6 -0,41 - 1.49 GfF (,)
Clementhorpc CUI pyramid 11.80 4Jt/37137- -0.60 -0.41 - 1·49 F/'
Copperpte lead disc 12.116 4X.I371v. -01'" +0.05 - 1·03 ,
York polyhedral 14·77 SX/4Jt/3x -0·73 - l.5 1 + 1.48 G/F
Coppergate bun-shaped 14.83 57-/4Jt/37- -0.67 - 1,45 + 1·5'" ,
Coppergate perf. disc IB.15 67-/.fX,/¥> -0·...5 + 1.87 +0·43 G
Coppcrgate Irun sphere IB.1I1 67-/¥>/¥> -0·39 + 1·93 +0·49 ,
Northampton perf. disc 110.00 6x/57-/57- + J..j. -0·35 -11.15 NS (,)
Sanclon C(lin on disc 110....2 7><157157- - I.IIB +0.07 - 1.73 NS fn. 153
Coppcrgate bun-shaped 1I0.8g 77-/5><157- -0.81 +0·54 - 1.116 G/F
Coppergate tron. sphere 111·90 771sxJSX +0.110 + 1·55 -0.115 ,
Coppcrgate perf. disc 112·S2 771671SX +0.82 -1·90 + 0·;17 F
Norfolk Iron. sphere 113·7 8><1671SX -l.l -0·711 + 1·55 F (2); fn. 116
Coppcrpte bUlton 25·35 B7I6716x +0·55 +0·93 - 1.23 F
Coppcrgale ,odK>, 26·37 gx/6xl6x - 1·53 + 1·95 -0.21 G/F
Coppergale Iron. sphere 26·97 gx/771~ -0·93 - 1.52 +0·39 ,
<:oppap" CUi pynmid 27. 15 gx/771~ -0·75 - 1·34 +0·57 FIP
<:oppap" lad disc: 27. 16 "''''.. -0·14 - 1·33 +o.~ F
Vorl< alin die 27·68 "''''.. -0.22 -0.81 + 1.10 F/'
Ipswich Iron. cone 32.6 11718:<.1,. - 1·5 +0·04 + 1·59 G (,j
Coppcrgate bun-shaped 3H5 1l7.lgx/8x + 1.25 - 1.28 -0·09 ,
Coppcrgate uun.s~ 3S-65 1271gx/8x - 1.55 -o.gS +0.21 ,
Winchester coin die 37.61 12Vgx/8x +0.4 1 +0.g8 + 2.'1 ro;s fn. 16)

<:oppap" Iron. cone 39-43 1]X110Vgx -0.B7 - 1.27 -0.+4 G
Thelfonl coin die ".86 14Jt/117IIOX + 1.46 +0·09 +0.56 P
Ipswich lead plate 49·7 16711Il71I 17- +0.10 +0.86 +0·97 G/F (,j
Coppcrgate lead disc 53.03 I7711]X111l7- + 0.33 +0.111 -0.13 G
SI Ncoll lead disc 3<·3 18><11:JX!IIlX - 1.3 + 1·59 + 1.3... NS (3); fn. ,,'.
Coppergate tron. C(lne sS·53 Igx/14Jt/ I ]X - 0·37 + 1·55 +0·94 ,
Unprovenanccd brQn~ disc 68·73 21l7l1771167- + 0·53 -0.46 -1l.15 FIP fn. 177
Coppcrgate tron. sphere 97.7 1 3l1Xh4Jt/llllx - 1·49 +0.03 +0·1l5 G
Thetford lead disc gS·49 31l7-/Il4Jt/IlIlX -0.71 +o.BI + 1.03 NS
hworlh 3-D head 100.83 33xh5711l3x - 1.47 -0.92 -1.06 FIP fn. 155
Furness 3-0 head I1l6·3 4 Ix/3 171llgx -0.8 +0.13 -1l.17 FIP (2); fn. 156
Thetford disc/mount 147·55 ¥l><l367133x - 1.25 + 1.03 + 1.36 ,
Coppcrgate sphere 150.13 ¥l7l37713¥> + 1·33 -0.46 -0,49 G
London coin die 163·1l5 5:JX!407I37x - 1.05 +0·45 -0.66 F
Mildenhall disc/mount 246.82 8ox/6 I7.1 j6x - 1.18 - 1·45 - 1.:z6 P

All wci&bll unpublished and/or re-wciched r«cntly unlcss noted in the Commmll column.

KEY:
[~iaincdcu.ib: Whitby; Cbeddu (poor conditioa); Nonhlunpc..., Chalk Lane lile; ncar Sbdfidd; London (Vinny a..u).

t Wft&bcd 10"'--" accuracy.
1 ConVened 10~

.tion; G: Gocd; f: fair; P: Poor, NS: Noc-...
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Many of the weights do not correspond to the mid 20 gram unit, but may do so
to one-sixth. This subdivision is somewhat arbitrary, but allows both thirds, which
are known to have been important in Scandinavia, and halves, which onc presumes
might be important. It is important to realize when looking at Table I that the
maximum deviation is 1.55 grams (halfof3.1 grams) for the Anglo-Saxon unit, 2.03
grams (half of 4.07 grams) for the Scandinavian unit, and 2.21 grams (half of 4.46
grams) for the Dublin unit. As a result, any weights deviating by morc than a gram
must be considered a bad fit, and less than haifa gram is desirable for weights ofgood
condition. Multiples which correspond to the mid 20 gram units arc morc probable
than odd numbers; for example, the lead disc weighing 53.03 grams is more probably
twelve times a unit rather than thirteen times, given the popularity of the duo·
decimal reckoning. There is also an overlap between eight times the Anglo-Saxon
unit (24.8 grams) and the Scandinavian unit (24.4 grams).

Of the eight weights judged to be in good condition, in four of the cases no one
system stands out. For the Scandinavian unit, the well·preserved truncated sphere
from York weighing 97.71 grams is virtually identical to four times the 24.4 gram
unit identified at Hedeby with similar weights. In addition, the Ipswich truncated
cone at 32.6 grams best fits this system. Only one weight correlates well with the
Anglo-Saxon system, the Coppergate perforated disc at 6.14 grams. The lead disc in
good condition from Coppergate at 53.03 grams is very close to twice the Dublin
unit; it can also be correlated closely with the other systems, although in less
convincing multiples.

Widening the net to the six weights judged good to fair, even fewer correlations
are close. The Coppergate anchor at 26.37 grams corresponds well with Wallace's
26.6 gram unit, especially considering that a bit of the suspension loop is broken otT.
The ambiguous Ipswich plate at 49. 7grams is close to sixteen times the Anglo-Saxon
unit, while the Ipswich perforated disc is best correlated to the Scandinavian unit,
albeit not closely. Similarly, the Coppergate bun-shaped weight is closer to the
Scandinavian unit than the others. The polyhedrals found near Sheffield also
correspond well with the Scandinavian unit,201 while the York polyhedral is a poor
fit in all systems, leading to further suspicion that it may be post-Conquest in date.

From the admittedly flimsy evidence there does appear to be some division
within the material, in part relating to weight forms. The truncated spheres, as
might be expected, appear to conform to a Scandinavian system, while the Copper
gate anchor not surprisingly conforms to the Dublin examples. Lead discs are mixed,
though less close to the Scandinavian system than the other two. No one system
stands out for the coin dies, but these objects in at least three cases are not in good
condition. The two weights with lead base and copper alloy mount, both in poor
condition, may be closer to the whole multiples of the Scandinavian unit (6x= r46.4
grams; IOX=244 grams) than other units, though a case has also been made for the
Mildenhall weight belonging to the Troy weight system (indeed, in a potentially
circular argument, providing some evidence for its use in the late Saxon period),
where Boz. of31.1 grams = 248.B grams. 202

Altogether, it is unwise to press any of these points, especially given the
conditions of the weights and uncertainty governing the units. Indeed, other units
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could be chosen, particularly for Anglo-Saxon metrology, which would probably
produce equally valid results. Ifone examines the entire spread ofweights, there is a
hint that units in the mid 20 grams and its multiples were desired; however, all three
postulated systems have units around this figure, which can also be shown to relate
to silver ingots from NW. England and Ireiand.20J

CONCLUSIONS

The evidence of use of weights and balances in Anglo-Saxon England is
increasing, allowing at least some indication of the types current in Anglo-Saxon
England. The archaeological evidence clearly shows the use ofweights and balances
from at least the 9th century, particularly in ports. Finds are concentrated in East
Anglia and York, in areas with strong Scandinavian influence. However, weights
and balances are not entirely lacking in other areas of England, and hints in
documentary references indicate their use in places without direct archaeological
confirmation. Further publication of Roman, Anglo-Saxon and medieval weights
and balances would allow further refinement of diagnostic features.
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